Baltimore Oak is a vintage reclaimed wood with rugged authenticity. Originating from the Balkan region of Europe, the wood comes from buildings that were constructed over 150 years ago. Sourced from old mills, homes and churches, Hoboken Oak was once structural beams that were integral to these longstanding buildings.

Since this material is unusually old, it has a distinctive brown coloring that only comes from the natural aging process, which takes a very long time, especially for Oak. This vintage Oak material is available in three shades: Vintage Harlem (lighter toned), Vintage Hoboken (deep brown) and Vintage Baltimore (smoke-grey hued). This product opens new possibilities for designing with real wood.

**Source:** Romania & Croatia  
**Prior Use:** Churches, mills, residences  
**Species:** European White Oak (*Quercus*)  
**Size:** $3/4'' \times 4' \times 8' \& 10' \text{ panel}$  
**Character:** Highly weathered, strong and heavy with rustic texture. Available structuring: wire brushed and/or cross grain scratching (knife ticking).  
**Material #:** BA-O
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Leverage Mission Bell’s expertise to recommend, source and give this Reclaimed Wood a second life.  
408.778.2036  
reclaimedwood@missionbell.com
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